Renin activation correlates with blood amount and distribution in subarachnoid haemorrhage.
Blood extent and localization visible in CCT predicts complications and prognosis in patients suffering from subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH). Plasma renin activity (PRA) elevation is one of the hormonal parameters of autonomic disorders after SAH and its prognostic relevance could be confirmed by this study, too. But the correlation of PRA with blood amount and distribution was the main target of this study. Large amounts of blood are connected with higher PRA-levels and more PRA-rises. Even a linear correlation between the amount of blood defined by a CCT-score and PRA in ng ml h-2 could be established. A significant correlation was found between intraventricular, suprasellar blood, ventricular enlargement of the third/lateral ventricles and PRA-elevations. Disorders of hypothalamic and/or medullary centres of sympathetic control are thought to be the underlying cause and to depend on blood extent and distribution.